details about the sheltered persons and their management including medications are not available in the literature.
The need for Jain innovations continues to date. It is unfortunate that this need continues and probably will increase in the near future. The influx of refugees from the neighboring Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and Myanmar is a pointer to us. More studies in this area with reference to Indian psychiatry should be perused by the interested regional historians and psychiatrists.
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Inflammatory markers in acute ischemic stroke with and without preexisting major depression: Methodological issues
Sir, Kozak et al. [1] studied inflammatory markers in patients with acute ischemic stroke who did versus did not have preexisting major depression. Surprisingly, although inflammatory marker levels have consistently been shown to be elevated in major depression, they failed to replicate differences in levels between the two groups of patients. We believe that their methods may have had two potentially fatal limitations. Early elevations in inflammatory markers are linked to underlying stroke severity, [2, 3] and inflammatory markers may reach ceiling levels at higher stroke severities. [4] Because blood for cytokine measurement was collected within 24 h of stroke onset, and because the study was conducted on inpatients who probably had severe stroke, on both counts a ceiling effect in inflammatory marker levels might have prevented differentiation of the depressed and nondepressed groups.
We add that the study had other limitations. Although this was projected as a hypothesis-testing study, [5] the authors did not define primary and secondary outcomes; in fact, they stated different hypotheses in different places in the article and generally tested all measured variables between depressed and nondepressed groups as in an exploratory study. Furthermore, the absence of power calculations suggests a lack of planning and a vulnerability to a Type II statistical error. Finally, there is a curious statement that psychiatrists were blinded to the neuropsychiatric evaluations; how can this be possible when the very act of assessment prevents blinding?
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